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time
to

D

S C O V E R

K N O X

C O U N T Y

Outside at the Indiana Military Museum
Read the clues below and fill in the spots for answers where you can, take pictures
everywhere else so that there's proof that you've completed all the other tasks. After you've finished, be sure
to share your completed list with us on social media by tagging us, and by using the hashtags #visitvincennes
and #knoxcountyin

Here is How it Works:

CLUES:

1. There are this many track vehicles __________.
2. It's not big and yellow, can you spot the "Duck"?
3. You won't find this "Alligator" in the Everglades,
get a picture with it when you find it!
4. There are this many foreign planes outside ______.
5. Can you spot the cannon with steel wheels? Once
you do, take a picture with it!
6. Which plane is Senator John McCain's name is on?
______________________________________.
7. Go full speed ahead in this vehicle! Take a picture
with the vehicle whose license plate number is 22
960.
8. There are lots of cleats out here (and we aren't
talking about the type you wear on your feet) !
How many can you find? __________.
Hint: They're grey, and many are around the
submarine.

9. This two-seat plane was designed to help train
pilots that were already qualified to fly propellordriven aircraft. What is the name of this plane?
______________________________________.
10. This military branch can be found all around the
IMM's outdoor exhibits, but they were the only
one to fly the IMM's helicopter. Which branch is
it? ______________________________________.
11. For such a big plane it didn't have very many
crew members; what is the name of this large
aircraft that was built in 1942, and used during
the D-Day Invasions? ___________________________
__________________________________________________.
12. Which plane has the number 435326 on its tail?
______________________________________.
13. She was a cultural icon during WWII and wore
red, white, and blue! Take a picture with this
famous female when you find her!
14. The IMM isn't haunted, but they do have a ghost!
Can you find it?

